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A personal perspective on separating families before surgery

Once in a while, something happens to us that makes us question our faith in the caring ethos which is so integral to our role as clinicians.

I have spent most of my 30-year career working in operating theatres as a Clinical Nurse and Nurse Manager. I like to think that during all of those years I have actively advocated for the patient’s needs and facilitated, wherever possible, the involvement of and care for the patient’s family. Reassurance, compassion and support for the family as well as the patient was not something I ever questioned, I always just assumed that this was part of holistic patient care. It therefore came as quite a shock – in fact, a profound disillusionment – to realise that in today’s enlightened world of patient-centred care there are still practices that fly in the face of everything that, as a profession, we supposedly hold so dear.

Firstly, let’s set the scene with an elderly male patient, who may be scared and anxious, awaiting major surgery for the first time. This patient is awaiting a bowel resection for malignancy at a large Perth public/private hospital but feel free to replace this with just about any patient waiting surgery anywhere. After 30 years as a theatre nurse I can tell you that nearly everyone is anxious, whether they admit this to their family or not.

In fact, countless studies have been done to examine the incidence of preoperative anxiety. A simple Google search of scholarly articles relating to preoperative anxiety returned over 894 articles for 2015 alone. The large number of articles available on this subject, addressing the incidence, the impacts, and the effectiveness of different approaches to reducing this anxiety, confirm that preoperative anxiety is an issue worth consideration and study.

Ebrim and Tobin1 in their study found that 90.4 per cent of participants admitted that they had one or more anxieties – not an insignificant number. The fact that numerous preoperative anxiety scales have been developed and are in use, e.g. the Amsterdam Preoperative Anxiety and Information Scale (APAIS)2, the Yale Preoperative Anxiety Scale (YPAS)3 and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), is testament to the validity of preoperative anxiety as a legitimate concern.

Let’s return to that scene where our patient and his family arrive, several hours before the surgery start time, and check in at the hospital reception. Let’s also assume that, as with most mature men, this patient is reluctant to admit that he is feeling vulnerable and nervous, maybe he even says ‘I’m fine, love’ but inside he is quietly trepidatious. Add to that an elderly spouse who is also apprehensive and concerned about the safety of their lifelong partner. In his article, Kevin Campbell1 explores the experiences of relatives as well as patients during the preoperative waiting time and highlights that waiting, before and during surgery, places psychological stress upon loved ones as well as the patient. There is no doubt in my mind that fear for the safety of the most treasured people in our life is an undeniable result of their pending surgery. I don’t know if my working in that area has made the stress increase, or decrease. Some of my family are very happy to live in the ‘ignorance is bliss’ camp, and there are times when I wish I could join them for a few happily blissful hours, but, unavoidably, all the potential risks and complications weigh heavily whether they are vocalised or not.

Back to reception where the clerical hospital admission is complete and the wheelchair arrives to transport the patient to the Day Of Surgery Admission (DOSA) area before theatre. However, instead of having family members go with him and be near him, providing support until he goes to theatre as expected, only the patient is taken alone to DOSA is awaiting a bowel resection for malignancy at a large Perth public/private hospital but feel free to replace this with just about any patient awaiting surgery anywhere. After 30 years as a theatre nurse I can tell you that nearly everyone is anxious, whether they admit this to their family or not.
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patients yet here I am, left standing in a hospital reception, watching my father-in-law being wheeled away for ‘processing’ where he will be alone with his thoughts for the next three hours. The words ‘cattle herding’ keep forming in my mind. The man disappearing round the corner is undergoing his first surgical operation which, he has been told, carries a high risk due to his underlying cardiac condition. The stress the family has been through in the preceding six weeks has been immense, with initial scans indicating a terminal prognosis. The rollercoaster of emotion from despair to hope has not been an enjoyable ride but being thrown out of the carriageway and watching my father-in-law continue the ride alone is not a scenario that I ever envisaged. I can’t begin to imagine what is going through his mind for the next three hours, but I can guarantee it has a significant degree of anxiety attached to it.

Let’s be objective for a minute here though. What’s the big deal anyway? Am I overreacting and making a mountain out of a molehill? Well, there are hundreds of studies worldwide on the incidence, effects and management of preoperative anxiety and, at the very least, as Vaughn, Wichowski and Bosworth state in their paper, ‘most of the available evidence reveals a positive correlation between preoperative anxiety and postoperative pain’. Pritchard elaborates on this topic further: ‘The levels of anxiety that a patient experiences can affect his or her response to the anaesthetic and analgesia. It may also increase pain, cause depression, nausea and fatigue, and delay healing, which can impede the patient’s discharge from hospital’.

Pritchard’s paper ‘Identifying and assessing anxiety in pre-operative patients’ is one of many which delves into the complexities of preoperative anxiety, and it highlights the current thinking that ‘empowering patients and addressing their psychosocial needs can decrease the risk of complications and improve post-operative health outcomes’.

Completely aside from the anxiety issue, there is another issue which I believe is related to separating family before surgery and that is patient safety. I can envisage significant risk as a result of some patients forgetting to ask questions or not conveying important information to clinicians. In my experience, many patients under stress rely on their family to jolt their memory or ask the doctor that one final important question. In their publication, A Clinician’s Handbook: Talking With Your Older Patient, the USA’s National Institute of Aging says that family and informal caregivers can be extremely important ‘informants’, and play an increasingly vital role in how the health care system functions. In many cases, a family member can be a facilitator, helping the patient express concerns and reinforcing understanding of communication from all health care professionals. I cannot recall how many times a patient’s relative has told me something relevant that the patient forgot to mention or didn’t reveal because they thought it ‘wasn’t important enough to bother the doctor’. Not allowing family to be with the patient at this crucial time may be a serious safety issue.

My emotional side just asks, ‘Why would you do this to someone?’ Can you ever imagine leaving your mother, or father, or husband, or wife, or best friend alone when they need you there the most? This prompts the question as to why any modern hospital would have this ‘policy of separation’ (as I have coined it). I decided to follow this up from home half an hour after leaving the hospital. (For those of you asking why we didn’t kick up a stink at the time, the answer is, we were too emotional). I rang the hospital reception who put me through to the Consumer Liaison Service and I was told that this policy is apparently driven by the hospital’s decision to admit DOSA patients via the Day Procedure Unit where, due to the physical size of the area, family members are discouraged unless their presence is absolutely unavoidable. I was told that if the patient really needs a family member with them, hospital staff would try to work something out. My question would be, which patients do not need their family around them? Who can determine who ‘really’ needs someone? So much history is unknown to a clerk at a reception desk, how could they ever be expected to make a judgement about the needs of an individual being admitted for an operation?

I freely admit that I burst into tears during this phone conversation. I usually consider myself a tough nut, but the thought of my father-in-law alone in that waiting room just really got to me. I felt completely powerless. It is not only the patient who suffers here, family members are also left feeling gutted and alone and frightened.

I can see that there is a case for better utilisation of hospital beds, certainly a major financial driver for hospital management, but if patients are going to be processed before surgery in a defined area to improve bed management and efficiency then planning needs to occur to ensure that the patient and their family do not suffer being separated at such a vital time. Let me point out that I have no issue with limiting the number of accompanying family members to one if there is a physical
restriction but to allow no one is, in my opinion, unacceptable.

Why did this separation upset me so much? Well, the way I see it is that an integral part of managing preoperative stress is identifying and implementing anxiety-reducing techniques. There are several studies which identify the use of music as relieving anxiety, many detailing the value of adequate information relating to the anaesthetic and the surgery, and some about administration of preoperative medication, but the studies which get most of my attention are those about the value of distraction, attention focusing, emotional and practical support from friends and family, and those about nursing support for patients with their families immediately before theatre.

I don’t believe that any research can fully document the value of having someone’s family around to support, distract, joke, and encourage them at this most crucial time in their life. Dr Campbell highlights this in his article, ‘How families cope with the surgical waiting room’.

Unoccupied time feels longer than occupied time, anxiety makes waits seem longer, and solo waits seem longer than group waits. Having support and company in the waiting room is essential ... one cannot underestimate the value of friends, family and clergy during the hours spent in the surgical waiting area.

Dr Campbell’s own experiences of preoperative anxiety prompted him to highlight the importance of family support for both the patients and the waiting relatives.

When is it OK to move from patient-centred care, which incorporates facilitating family support and involvement, to ‘hospital floor plan limiting’ care, which actively excludes family support before surgery? Is it really all about the budget? In all the years that I have worked in theatre, I have never, in any hospital in Western Australia or interstate, seen such a policy. In my experience, most hospitals actively encourage family to stay and support their relatives. To test my theory, and perhaps justify my feeling so distressed, I researched the policies for management of relatives in DOSA Units and Day Procedure Units at six Perth hospitals similarly large in size. Without exception, they all keenly encouraged relatives to stay and support the patient. One metropolitan private hospital acknowledged that the space for relatives in their DOSA area was significantly limited so they preferred only one relative to stay but more were welcome if the family felt the need.

This prompted me to write a letter to the hospital that treated my father-in-law. At the time of writing this article, I have received a response from the CEO apologising for the care not meeting my expectations, acknowledging that I had raised some valid concerns and informing me that they are conducting a review. There has been no response from the DOSA Unit Manager who is looking into my complaint. Apart from the complete disregard of evidence-based practice, the issue that really disturbs me is that someone (or, in fact, many people) must have actually thought that this treatment of their patients was OK in the first place. Did the hospital and nursing executive approve this policy? Do the surgeons and anaesthetists know that this is how their patients are being managed before surgery? Did the nurses call out that this was not an acceptable way to treat patients? If they did, why has nothing been done to amend the policy?

Would any of the medical or nursing staff, or hospital executive, be happy to be separated from their loved ones as either a patient or a relative in these circumstances? I’m guessing that the answer to that would be a resounding ‘No’.
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